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Utilize apenas caneta ou esferográfica de tinta indelével azul ou preta.

Pode utilizar dicionários unilingues ou bilingues, sem restrições nem especificações.

Não é permitido o uso de corrector. Em caso de engano, deve riscar, de forma inequívoca, aquilo que

pretende que não seja classificado.

Escreva de forma legível a identificação das actividades e dos itens, bem como as respectivas respostas.

Para cada item, apresente apenas uma resposta. Se escrever mais do que uma resposta a um mesmo item,

apenas é classificada a resposta apresentada em primeiro lugar.

Responda aos itens pela ordem em que se apresentam, dado que cada um deles se integra numa sequência

que contribui para a realização da actividade final. Contudo, não há penalização caso apresente as respostas

noutra sequência.

As cotações dos itens encontram-se na página 6.

Sugestões de distribuição do tempo:

Actividade A 20 minutos

Actividade B 50 minutos

Actividade C 40 minutos 

Revisão geral 10 minutos
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The final task you are expected to complete is to write a text stating your opinion about job-
sharing.

Activities A and B will provide you with input for Activity C.

ACTIVITY A

1. Choose one word from column A and another from column B to build 5 hyphenated words. An
example is already given.

Example: a. job-sharing

2. Match each of the opinions about jobs in column A to the corresponding meaning in column B. Two
of the meanings do not apply. In your answer, refer only to the letters and the numbers.

3. Complete the following text by using the words/expressions in the box below. Three of them do not
apply. In your answer, refer only to the letters and the numbers.

Finding a job today isn’t easy. Many people are ____ a. ____ because there are more 

____ b. ____ than jobs available, so you have to make sure you have got the best ____ c. ____

possible. The majority of ____ d. ____ look for dynamic, adaptable, productive workers who can

make their businesses successful. Unfortunately, they don’t always offer the best ____ e. ____

but sometimes they allow considerable ____ f. ____ in relation to working hours.

1. candidates 2. employees 3. employers 4. flexibility 5. instability

6. promotion 7. qualifications 8. unemployed 9. working conditions

B

1. This is a totally uninteresting job.

2. This is an unstable job.

3. This is a job with no future.

4. This job requires a lot of effort.

5. This job has a low social value.

6. This job isn’t at risk.

A

a. I consider this is a dead-end job.

b. I think this is an incredibly boring job.

c. In my opinion, this is a very secure job.

d. As I see it, this is a demanding job.

B

act

employed

paid

risk

sharing

table

task

term

time

A

a. job

b. well

c. part

d. high

e. self

f. short
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ACTIVITY B

Read the following text.

JOB-SHARE

A husband and wife who share the job of head teacher in Leicester have become the subject of

a study to see if the idea could work in other contexts.

Patrick and Sarah Fielding have shared the position of head teacher of Mayflower Primary

School since January 2000. Both in their mid-30s, they work on alternate days. When one is at work,

the other looks after their two daughters, Eleanor, six, and Hannah, four. 

Inspectors have recently described Mayflower Primary School as effective and well-managed.

They declared that the job-share was working well.

Being the head teachers of Mayflower is not the first time the Fieldings have shared a job. Six

years ago they shared another job in Nottingham. 

“After that we began thinking ‘What do we do next?’ and thought we could start applying for other

positions,” said Patrick.

“It seemed quite unusual to people, they weren’t sure if it would work, but Leicester city

education authority was very positive about it,” he said.

Patrick believes the people at school have played their part in making the system work. “The

staff are incredibly supportive of the job-share, and they have made a big difference. If they were

against it, it would make it very difficult,” he said.

Patrick admits that the nature of his relationship with his job-share partner (his wife) helps in

running the school. “We studied at university together, so we’ve known each other for so long that

we think the same way and have the same aspirations. Job-shares can be difficult – I can’t imagine

I’d want to do it with anyone else,” he said.

This arrangement allows the Fieldings to spend more time with their daughters and do other

things.

“Job-sharing gives us the time that I know we wouldn’t have if we were both head teachers full-

time,” Patrick said.

BBCNEWS.co.uk (2007)

(abridged and adapted)

1. Complete the table with information from the text. Write in note form. One example is already given.
Write only the letters and the corresponding answers.

Job-share

Name a. Patrick and Sarah Fielding

Age b.

Relationship c.

Job arrangement d.

Authorities’ opinion e.

Colleagues’ attitude f.

Advantages of the job arrangement g.

h.
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2. Complete the following sentences according to the text.

a. Before having this position, the Fieldings ______________ .

b. The Fieldings work so well together because ___________ .

3. Identify the words in paragraph 6 that mean the opposite of:

a. ordinary

b. uncertain

4. Identify the meaning of the words/expressions in italics in the following sentences. In your answer,
refer only to the letters.

4.1. When one is at work, the other looks after their two daughters.

a.  searches for b. takes care of c. sees d. examines

4.2. People at school played their part in making the system work.

a.  contributed to b. succeeded in c. agreed on d. wanted to

4.3. Patrick admits that the nature of his relationship with his job-share partner helps in running
the school.

a.  improving b. promoting c. managing d. examining

5. Link the following two sentences using a relative pronoun and making any other changes needed.

The Fieldings decided to share a job. It seemed quite unusual to people.

ACTIVITY C

Write a text stating your opinion on job-sharing for an international employment agency which is
collecting ideas from young adults about this kind of job arrangement.  
Write between 100 and 150 words.
You may use the input from Activities A and B.

FIM
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COTAÇÕES

Actividade A

1. .............................................................................................................. 10 pontos

2.  .............................................................................................................. 15 pontos

3. .............................................................................................................. 15 pontos

40 pontos

Actividade B

1. .............................................................................................................. 20 pontos

2.  .............................................................................................................. 15 pontos

3. .............................................................................................................. 15 pontos

4. .............................................................................................................. 15 pontos

5. .............................................................................................................. 15 pontos

80 pontos

Actividade C

................................................................................................................... 80 pontos

80 pontos

TOTAL ..................................................... 200 pontos
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